PRESS RELEASE:
StarSource is a certified 100% minority owned service Management Company. The company is
established as a Tier 1 Commodity Manager of laundry/Uniform goods and services. StarSource
created a strategic alliance with companies such as ARAMARK Uniform Services to fulfill the
diversity purchasing needs of large corporations such as General Motors and to provide service
delivery and products that are competitive in quality and cost. The services delivered are
structured through performance based customer national blanket contracts which govern delivery
of laundry services per our scope of work agreements.
Today, Starsource is the largest African American owned laundry management company in the
automotive industry and among the highest-volume minority laundry providers in North
America. Generating documentable cost savings, a critical service, has been a foundation of
value for the company. Over $9,000,000 of savings have been experienced by our customers
during the past 7 years.
“The decision to diversify our business interests into healthcare exemplifies Starsource
Management Services’ investment strategy of creating value through Teaming Partnerships in
markets that have significant demand for outsourced managed services,” said Melvin Brown,
Chief Executive Officer of Starsource Management Services. “We looked at areas of critical
need in healthcare and determined traditional approaches to modern challenges created an
environment of underperformance. The lack of appropriate operational and business systems
contributed to hospitals need to improve patient environmental safety.
Under Starsource Management Services’ stewardship, and a combination of business process
management and system implementation, Starsource’s teaming partners will improve
productivity; improve the hospitals safety record for healthcare associated infections, while
reducing operating cots.
“We are very proud to have helped build a company that has generated significant returns for our
customers, while managing and growing our business in a way that benefits both its, teaming
partners and our, many stakeholders. ” Marc Brown, VP of Business Development added.
“We have seen this business thrive under Starsource Management Services,” said Jim Robinson,
Vice President, Aramark Uniform Services. “We are pleased to have contributed to Starsources’
previous success and we are committed to continuing the strong teamwork that has allowed
Starsource to become the leader in its field.”

